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???? tm_, that's one way to start. good luck any advise on a decent wireless usb adapter? Hi all. I'm atm using a x220, its a touch screen. I'm using it for video conferencing/flipping through webpages on a large screen, and its great but the audio cuts out every so often, this is only on 14.04. (Have to reboot to fix it). I've tried many different audio settings in pavucontrol. Is there any chance this could be
a hardware problem? Hi, i'm trying to set the indicator-datetime to default to 8:00 am instead of 12:00 pm, i thought that this would be accomplished in dconf, but i'm not having any luck. Snowie, ask the x220 manufacturer? its a linksys orinoco card cfhowlett, lol it is a laptop. Snowie, so? good luck. cfhowlett, tnx. anonymous_, as long as the hardware actually works you could get a usb wifi stick and
use that instead cfhowlett: ok, that worked, thank you very much! cfhowlett, i dont have the resources to go through that right now, im just looking for one that would just work tm_, have fun. :) cfhowlett, but ill have to look into it, thanks cfhowlett, and the x220 is pretty popular right? i mean is there a lot of support for linux? anonymous_, pretty sure it's supported. there's several different x220
models, right? try searching for your exact model. if you find linux support, there's your answer. cfhowlett, oh you're saying theres a lot of hardware on it that linux might support cfhowlett, thanks anonymous_, both yes and no. anonymous_, i think you need to spend some time with lspci or lshw 82157476af
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